The striving that is required for your lifestream to know every Victory, to search every line etched upon the Face of your own God Presence — as Attainment, as Mastery, as the Love of God — requires that you open the Heart and tear away by many incarnations of striving the barriers that keep you from experiencing the fullness of who you are so that the veils of \textit{maya} and \textit{illusion} can go into the Flame of Transmutation. For in the striving, in the desire for transmutation, is the pure Love of God revealed. Increment-by-increment, lifetime-upon-lifetime, there is the acknowledgment by the lifestream of all that is required for the Mastery and the Attainment to the ultimate Victory of the Ascension, when and only when the lifestream has entered into the stream of the Love of God through the Heart.

I come to announce the ceaseless descent of the White Fire Substance of the Secret Love Star for this ensuing cycle of the release of Light for the Sons and Daughters of God at the turn of the New Year. For I, Venus, will stand with my Beloved in igniting this Fire once more to remind the Heart of its Divine Destiny — the destiny to be in full command of these outer vehicles that you wear; the destiny to fulfill the Divine Nature of the Presence in the world of form; the destiny to garner the talent, the mastery, the creativity when one is fully galvanized within the Divine Will of the Presence.

Knowing oneself as the Presence of God allows each one to surrender to that Divine Estate, not looking back into old ways or habits, but charting a new course filled to overflowing with all of the God Good that has been garnered through many lifetimes, all right action of thought, word, and deed in the pursuit and the exploration of life.
As the Heart begins to reveal more of its Divine Nature, one begins to
discover the true nature of God Life. For the so-called life that most of the
Sons and Daughters of God are wont to experience is driven by human thought
and feeling, by their own returning, untransmuted karma.

When you couple the art of transmutation with the pursuit of right
thought and right action, and then you allow for the fullness of the release
of the Heart, you begin to experience more of your own Divine Estate that
thinks with the Mind of God, that desires good for all life, that has no selfish
intent impressed upon the energy-in-motion of one’s being. That which is
established by the Purity of the Heart builds in a creative endeavor all that
carries that identity of the Mighty I AM Presence within it that cannot be
denied, that will not be gainsaid, but will carry to completion the design of
each creative endeavor.

When the Heart is allowed to unfurl the fullness of the Presence throughout
every endeavor of one’s life, you know the pathway Home. You discover each
successive hurdle that must be crossed, the next mountain that must be climbed,
the next river that must be forged. And in that discovery, you finally know
what must be attained in order to be God Victorious in the return Home.
For all of life is like a gigantic puzzle with pieces that fit together seamlessly.
But for this mosaic of life to convey to your outer consciousness the fullness
of the image, the texture, the vibration that is your life, you must first put
on the Seamless Garment of the Christ. And it is these varied pieces of life
that make up that Garment when the Vibration of the Holy Estate of one’s
being fits together every talent, every momentum that remains, so that one
may make the ascent into the Heart of their own God Presence, nevermore
to leave.

When there is the total lack of personal self-concern and only the pressure
of the Heart desiring to be more of the Nature of God, then you know you
have entered into the stream of Love of God’s Heart. The very fabric of life
reflects Love. All that you touch becomes Love. And via this Love, the fullness
of your creative nature expresses in every pattern, in every dimension, the
stamp of your own Presence of God.

Within the Heart of God abides a White Fire Core of Being not separated
from the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun, but One and the same. The
Individuality of your own Presence has brought that oneness of the White Fire
Core into the depths of your Heart. When you plumb the depths of your own
Heart to reveal that White Fire Core, you discover the Allness of God.
This White Fire Core is Home. It is where you have come from and where you will return. But your first awareness of this destination is not the same as making the journey. For it only begins the process that first reveals to your consciousness the exalted state that is your True Being. You are born of the White Fire of Purity! You put on the Garment of God Love, God Wisdom, of God Will. When you return Home, you discover that which has never changed, that which has always been and always will remain for all eternity — the Heart of God. This is Home! This you will discover as you strive to become more of the Nature of God.

Through the revealing of this Divine Nature, you will impress upon Life the Vibration that not only purifies Nature, but instills in the natural estate the Perfection of God. Once established, the consciousness is able to hold fast to that Perfection and keep it inviolate, protected, safe, and serene so that all might partake of the gift of creation from your Heart. Perhaps it will not be discovered outwardly or consciously by another, but the Heart of the one who comes in contact with you will know. And this is the great discovery: when Heart is allowed to touch Heart, the Allness of God is present in that communication. Let your communications carry the Vibration of God and they will telegraph the world over of the good work that is accomplished by one Son or Daughter of God, by one who is exercising the Virtue of the Christ and is connecting with the Secret Love Star.

We will come to initiate you and assist in preparing your consciousness to receive the great outpouring that will be stepped up by the great Secret Love Star and the patterns of the White Fire Core of Being.

I AM Venus. I come in the Love of God that you might have a greater appreciation for the nature of your own God Presence in the Adoring Love for you as the sojourner striving to return Home.

Lady Master Venus